dnp Supernova Infinity screen in People’s Court
People's Court in Hefei, the capital of Chinas Anhui Province, has upgraded the AV solution in its
main meeting room with a 150” dnp Supernova Infinity Screen. The AV experts from Wincomn
are the architects of this month's featured installation.
The Party Leadership Group meeting room in Hefei People's Court is a place where many
important decisions are made. Therefore the presentation equipment must be top notch in
terms of performance and reliability.
After years of use, the old installation no longer met the requirements for a modern
presentation solution. The management wanted a display that could deliver high image quality
without having to use blackout curtains in the bright meeting room. So they turned to
Wincomn for advice.
A winning projector-screen combination
“The meeting room was very bright. At the same time, the layout of the room required a
screen with wide viewing angles, so that people seated in the side of the room can enjoy the
best possible image quality”, said the chief project manager from Wincomn.
To overcome the challenges of high ambient light and a wide seating arrangement, Wincomn
chose a dnp Supernova Screen powered by a Christie projector – a winning combination for
this type of projection environment.
Modular display system
The dnp Supernova Infinity is a modular screen system that creates exceptionally largesized viewing experiences out of any number of Supernova screen units. The screen can be
curved, angled or tilted, and it can be installed on the wall, from the ceiling or raised on a
floor-stand.
The Supernova Infinity in Hefei People's Court is installed on the back wall in an auditorium
configuration with ISF-certified Supernova 08-85 screen material A screen material
characterized by offering true deep black levels, high contrast and extreme viewing angles.
Enhanced viewing experience
“The new installation offers a dramatically enhanced viewing experience. It provides exactly
the performance requested by Hefei People's Court, so we have a very happy client”, said the
chief project manager from Wincomn.
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About dnp denmark
dnp denmark is the world’s leading supplier of optical projection screens for high quality display
solutions. Among dnp’s products you’ll find an extensive range of optical screens for both front and rear
projection. Many of the world’s leading brands trust dnp for its optical screen solutions, including Sony,
Best Buy, Harrods, Hugo Boss, L’Oréal, Lego and Nike, to name a few.
Since 1989, dnp denmark has been the worldwide large-screen production centre of Dai Nippon
Printing Co. Ltd. With 35 production plants, 21 product divisions, 39,000 employees worldwide and an
annual turnover exceeding $12.6 billion, Dai Nippon Printing Co. Ltd. is one of the world’s largest
printing and media companies. dnp denmark’s laboratories benefit from higher levels of investment in
research and development than any other screen supplier, leading to the production of superior,
award-winning products such as the revolutionary line of Supernova front projection screens.
As a market leader, dnp provides its Partners with the best technical support and some of the most
innovative sales and marketing tools found today in the screen industry.

